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 Massive multi-input–multi-output (MIMO) systems are crucial to 

maximizing energy efficiency (EE) and battery-saving technology. 

Achieving EE without sacrificing the quality of service (QoS) is increasingly 

important for mobile devices. We first derive the data rate through zero 

forcing (ZF) and three linear precodings: maximum ratio transmission 

(MRT), zero forcing (ZF), and minimum mean square error (MMSE). 

Performance EE can be achieved when all available antennas are used and 

when taking account of the consumption circuit power ignored because of 

high transmit power. The aim of this work is to demonstrate how to obtain 

maximum EE while minimizing power consumed, which achieves a high 

data rate by deriving the optimal number of antennas in the downlink 

massive MIMO system. This system includes not only the transmitted power 

but also the fundamental operation circuit power at the transmitter signal. 

Maximized EE depends on the optimal number of antennas and determines 

the number of active users that should be scheduled in each cell. We 

conclude that the linear precoding technique MMSE achieves the maximum 

EE more than ZF and MRT because the MMSE is able to make the massive 

MIMO system less sensitive to SNR at an increased number of antennas. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The requirements of wireless communication cellular networks providing high data rates have 

increased proportionally with the introduction of smart mobile phones. EE is critical when taking account of 

circuit power consumption. EE in a multiple cellular system increases if the number of antennas adopted at 

the transmitter signal increases to infinity. A recent study shows around 80% of energy consumed in the 

cellular network at the base station (BS) requires redesigning the BS technology to decrease consumption 

power, which extends the working life of the battery in the terminal. EE is an important design quality for 

fifth-generation (5G) cellular systems [1], providing every user K with high data rates in cellular networks 

without sacrificing the QoS. In 5G cellular networks, providing high throughput as well as EE is very 

important. Moreover, power consumption increases not only because of the transmitted power on the power 

amplifier but also according to more power consumption because of analog devices such as oscillators, 

mixers, and power amplifiers. To reduce hardware constraints created because of phase noise, noise 

amplification, and signal gain, these operators increase the cost of antennas in the BS, requiring the 

deployment of a large antenna array. This may reduce the cost of a conventional transmitter via hardware 

constraints [2-4]. The total power consumed greatly depends on the number of active antennas that should be 
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deployed in the BS and the number of served users [3]. Here, we investigate how to minimize power 

consumption while achieving a high data rate by obtaining the optimum number of antennas. The transmitted 

power consumption, the size of hardware, and the effect of circuit power consumption because of radio 

frequency chain (RF) can all be decreased by using more antennas at the BS, which are able to use power 

amplifiers as a constraint to prevent drawbacks such as a nonideal amplifier using a massive MIMO  

system [5], [6]. 

In In a multicellular massive MIMO system, downlink transmission linear precoding techniques 

such as maximum ratio transmission beamforming (MRTBF), zero forcing beamforming (ZFBF), and 

minimum mean square error beamforming (MMSEBF) are able to mitigate interference and noise because of 

the expansion of the power received at low power transmission rates. The number of elements in the antenna 

(without affecting transmitted power consumption) can be decreased proportional to 1/M if the BS has 

perfect channel state information (CSI) and by   √  if the BS has imperfect CSI, with only a slight loss in 

data rates [7], [8]. Massive MIMO systems can provide very high throughput in a new generation of cellular 

networks. 

  EE can be optimal when the number of antennas  → ∞ without accounting for consumption circuit 

power [9], [10]. The radiated power constraint can achieve a high data rate using power allocation [11]. 
 

 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 

Downlink cellular massive MIMO systems have many cells              , where the BS 

contains     and every cell uses   antennas that serve many active users  . Every BS sends different data 

symbols to every active user  . Consequently, the joint transmission is incoherent, which becomes less 

complicated than coherent joint transmission. 

The received signal for users can be expressed as follows, 

 

   ∑ √     
        

 
               (1) 

 

where      
   is the downlink transmit power for every user.  

The downlink transmission each active users (UEs) receives from all BS, which contains the desired 

signal, interference and noise can written as 
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Here, the linear precoding vector       
  represents the signal transmitted to every UE      

represents the payload symbol user inside the location cell, the unit transmit power  ‖    ‖
 
  , and  

                     ] is the transmitted power from the BS to every UE   using power allocation. 

Where the received signal                     , the BS uses the channel to estimate and precode the 

signal; let         be the linear precoding channel matrix between the BS and 

UE                          , and    is additive white Gaussian noise. 

The transmit power for every different users at transmitted payload symbol from BS to users is 

 

   √     
        

              (3) 

 

To reduce the interference and noise in the transmitted signal to many users inside the cell, the 

transmit power in term interference can be expressed as  

 

   ∑ ∑  √                 
 
        

 
             (4) 

 

 The massive MIMO system sends different amounts of power to every active user, taking into 

account that power should be allocated [13]. The receipt of signal-to-interference-noise ratio (SINR) in terms 

of UEs is 
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The achievable data rate for user can expressed as 

 

  (  )    (      )        (6) 

 

where   is the coherence bandwidth. 

To mitigate noise and interference, we use the linear precoding technique with prefect CSI [7] as 

follows: 
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In downlink transmission, every user estimates the correlated received signal, and the SINR of users 

corresponds to the received signal for ZFBF [11]. This is because the ZF has low complexity and its 

performance is very close to that of maximum likelihood. In addition, good performance at high and low 

signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) in terms of data rate multiuser precoding is given as 
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Based on the random matrix theory [12], the BS equipped with a massive MIMO system, is given 

by 
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The linear precoding zero forces beamforming to use perfect CSI, which achieves a data rate at the 

receiver when      , the data rate per user   [14] as    for all users is expressed as 

                   , and Gaussian noise is 1. The linear precoding technique with perfect CSI at active 

users adopts ZF, which cancels the intracell interference; let us denote that the achievable data rate according 

to [15], [16] is given by  
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2.1. Energy Efficiency  

 In this section, we obtain maximum EE under minimum power consumption while achieving a high 

data rate by deriving the optimal number of antennas in the downlink multiple cellular massive MIMO 

system. 

Problem: To obtain maximum EE by minimizing power consumption but achieving a high 

throughput to total power consumption, energy efficiency can be expressed as 
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 The average data rate per user when   active users are present in the cell while checking the channel 

estimate is   . Maximum EE requires knowing how many antennas must be employed, depending on the 

number of active users scheduled in each cell. To obtain maximum EE, one needs to find the optimal number 

of antennas when the number of active users is fixed at     to (  ∞) 
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2.2. Minimize Consumption Power  

 The total power consumption in RF because of the long haul of transmitted data and local receiver 

side can be divided into three main components, viz. power consumption for all power amplifiers    ( ), 
the base band signal processing      when BS provides many  s to serve   simultaneously, and      ( ) 
consumption in all circuit blocks. Thus, the total consumption power is given by 

 

            
   (   )          ( )      (   )        ( )  

   
   (   )

      
   (14) 

        
   (   )    

 

                              (15) 

 

According to the previos work in [3], from (15), where     is the linear processing in the BS,      is 

a constant (a fixed consumption power).     denotes the channel estimation, which evaluates and computes 

processing efficiency between the BS and active users         is the decoding and encoding channel. 

 The consumption power in the RF chains      due to noise amplification is 

 

                     (16) 

 

From (16), the power consumption at the RF is affected by the power consumption at the BS (   ), 
UE (   ), and the local synchronous oscillators (    ). 

To evaluate the power consumption of RF chains using beamforming at every antenna for each 

active user  , the effective circuit power in the BS is given by 

 

                   (17) 

 

where    is the consumption power at BS,    is the consumption power at every antenna at the BS,    is the 

coefficient transmitted power, and    the total transmitted power from BS to every active user  . The 

transmitted power and circuit power consumption during the downlink for one user is given by 
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where     is the power consumed in the circuit components for each user,          represents effective 

power amplifier efficiency, and   is the coherence length. The local synchronous oscillators are given by 

 

                 (19) 

 

where,       represents constant coefficient circuit power. 

Based on (14), the power consumption by the power amplifier is expressed as 
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(          )

   
       (20) 

 

where    represents the maximum power amplifier efficiency, when transmitting the maximum output power 

and    represents the average power, 
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where,   represents the independent power for cooling, main power supply, and DC-DC converter loss.  

From (14), the total power consumed in terms of base band processing power     because of the 

conversion from ADC/DAC can expressed as  

 

    (   )  
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              (22) 

 

where,    represents the efficiency of the power amplifier of BS, while   represents the power consumption 

in terms of both decoding and encoding, 
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                 (23) 

 

where     is the power required for backhauling traffic and   is again the power consumption in terms of 

both decoding and encoding. 

Maximum energy efficiency is given in terms of zero forcing beamforming precoding, which 

minimizes the received interference power. 

In this section, we investigate how to maximize EE while minimizing power consumption by 

deriving the optimal number of antennas in the downlink multiple cellular massive MIMO system. 

Maximized EE depends on the optimal number of antennas and determines the number of active users that 

should be scheduled in each cell. 

Theorem 1. Maximum EE requires knowing that the optimal number of antennas   must be served; it 

depends on the number of active users   and should be scheduled in each 

cell             (   (    )). 
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Using a high degree of freedom while ignoring the constraint    , we can use (11) by using  its 

second derivative, given in (24), in addition to  minimizing the power consumed.  
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By using a high degree of freedom, the interval (    ∞) can be substituted in terms of the 

number of antennas  , where [      ∞ . From the second derivative, the function 
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If the number of antennas  → ∞, the first derivative is       → 
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  ⌉ →    and the 

second derivative of the first term of (14) is 
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To analyze, the maximized EE is based on power consumption and a higher data rate in the 

downlink. 
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Subject to       

 

From (28), in the denominator, we analyze power consumption in the third term    
           

using 

transmitter beamforming techniques, which can be analyzed using three types—MRTBF, ZFBF, and 

MMSEBF—allowing us to reduce the signal energy for the transmitted signals [17]. To analyze the 

transmitted power consumption based on linear processing beamforming, the beamforming can be applied in 

a non–line of sight (LoS) between the transmitter and the receiver. In addition, if the LoS in the multipath 

channel is known,    
     at the BS using linear precoding zero forcing beamforming can be expressed as 
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The maximum EE is inversely proportional to the consumed transmitted power and proportional to 

the number of antennas M and UEs K. Therefore, to reduce the power consumed, we can use the following 

equation to avoid the effect of consumed power, 
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where    and    represent constant coefficient circuits. The maximum EE is improved by increasing the 

number of antenna elements in the BS according to the convex optimization theory using the linear 

processing beamforming power consumption    
     ,    

    , and    
       [18-20]. The BS applies a 

linear receiving combination to discriminate the signal transmitted by each terminal from the interfering 

signals and the transmitter that is generated at the BS using a linear transmitter, which maximizes the  

EE [19].  

Proposition 1. For    
         

      and    
        the transmitted linear processing power 

consumption with M and K is 
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where   is the channel coherence time in s,   is the coherence bandwidth,   is the pilot sequence transmitted, 

and   is the coherence interval given as       . 

The linear processing in the BS has to search for all possible transmitted signal vectors and chooses 

the best one depending on the number of antennas   of the BS and on the number of active users who should 

be scheduled in each cell   inside    , according to (31), where     is inversely proportional to the same 

local cell    .  
From Proposition 1, the power consumption during linear processing beamforming is affected by 

both the number of antennas   and the number of active users  . The maximized energy efficiency can be 

expressed as  
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3. NUMERICAL RESULT  

 From Figure 1, when increasing the number of users and antennas with the same transmitted power, 

the array gain increases linearly. The improved array gain can be increased under massive MIMO system, 

while the line of sight after increasing the number of antennas to 100M is still saturated. The increment of 

array gain will improve the QoS and coverage area. Consequently, the number of antenna elements in the 

case of the line of sight increases, and the transmitted signal also increases based on the state of the channel 

model and available optimal transmitted power. Meanwhile, we take account of the array gain; in massive 

MIMO systems, it provides better orthogonality between channels for the transmitted signal to many users K. 

In addition, the array gain has increased the coverage area and reduced the consumption curcit power. 

  From Figure 2, the achievable data rate with perfect CSI changes by increasing the number of 

antennas M, showing that the number of active users should be scheduled in each cell because of the 

transmitted power. The linear precoding MMSE gives a high data rate, more than ZF and MRT. We can state 

that MMSE and ZF are able to work at high SINR when the number of antenna arrays increases, because 

adding more antennas will only enhance the SINR. From Figure 2, when the number of M =140, the 

achievable data rate starts showing the same value depending on the scheduled  number of usres and number 

of antennas in each cell. 
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From Figure 3, maximum EE clearly depends on choosing the optimal number of antennas for use 

with linear precoding techniques, such as MMSE, which obtain maximum EE at an optimal number of 

antennas        . In contrast, for ZF techniques, maximum EE can be obtained for a number of optimal 

antennas         and MRT at        . From Figure 3, after obtaining high EE, efficiency will begin 

to decrease because of the increasing number of antennas at the BS. The MMSE gives better performance 

because the MMSE is able to make the massive MIMO system less sensitive to SNR at an increased number 

of antennas for achievable data rates compared with ZF and MRT, where an MMSE and ZF are able to work 

at high SNR. Consequently, EE first increases and then decreases with an increased number of antennas, 

which maximizes the transmit power    when taking into account the consumption circuit power and the 

transmit power. In addition, increasing the number of antennas inside the cell will increase the transmit 

power and operating power consumption, which creates the tendency of a concave shape for EE. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 1. Antenna array gain with number of service 

antennae M 

 

Figure 2. Average data rate with number of antennas 

M 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Energy efficiency with number of antennas elements M 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

Energy efficiency in a multiple cellular system is achieved by increasing the number of antennas at 

the BS. We have examined how to obtain maximum EE, which depends on selecting the optimal number of 

antennas and fixing the number of scheduled users inside cells. In addition, analyzing how to minimize total 

power consumption depends nonlinearly on M and K. Total power consumption consists of circuit power 

from analog devices and power amplifiers in massive MIMO systems. The techniques of linear precoding 

beamforming, MMSEBF, ZFBF, and MRTBF enable minimum power transmission at the BS to select the 

best-performing active antenna, where EE is able to work at high SNR. Consequently, linear precoding 

MMSE achieves maximum EE, more so than ZF and MRT, because the MMSE is able to suppress 
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interference actively and make a massive MIMO system less sensitive to SNR at an increased number of 

antennas. 
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